AGATHA CHRISTIE:
Agatha Christie had by 1974 a formidable reputation as a writer of suspense
thrillers – she wrote her first novel the “ The Mysterious Affair at Styles” in
1916, but it was published in 1920. It became an instant hit and paved her
way for a successful authoring career. In all she wrote sixty-six novels and 14
short story collections in her career spanning from 1920 to 1974. However,
you will be surprised to know that she was homeschooled until twelve years
by her parents who taught her music, writing, reading and Arithmetic.
Many of her books were made into successful movies like Murder on the
Orient Express ( 3 versions), The Alphabet Murders, The Mirror Cracked from
Side to side, The Crooked House, Then There were None ( Based on this an
Indian Movie “Gumnaam” was made),Witness for Protection, 4.50 from
Paddington , Dead Man’s Folly and many others.
The Mousetrap is a murder mystery play by Agatha Christie. The
Mousetrap premiered in London's West End Theater on 6 October 1952, and
has been running continuously since then. It is by far The longest-running
West End also play as of today it is the longest running play in the world, its
25,000th performance was played on 18 November 2012. The play and the
author are the stars, not the actors. It is a classic whodunnit, a comedy and it
is a must see as a right of passage while you visit London. There are no
trappings, but it is exciting and gripping to watch.
In the year 1926 three things happened in her life: her husband asked for a
divorce, her mother died and her novel The Murder of Roger Ackroyd got
published; the book became a genre classic – considered to be one of her
best. But the announcement by her husband was a shock for her, she
disappeared for ten days and later was found with memory issues. Ultimately,
they divorced in 1928 and she remarried to an archaeology professor Max
Mallowan.
She also published the first Miss Marple mystery novel Murder at the
Vicarage in the same year - which again was another classic murder
mystery. Miss Marple appeared in books like The Moving Finger (1942) and A
Pocket Full of Rye(1953). Her mastery of writing skills is fantastic – how she
weaves the magic of her narration in a small village with the character who is
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an old lady, nondescript and in a rural environment. You have got to read it to
believe this. Even her Belgian detective Mr. Hercule Poirot who was
characterised as a mountebank, but the way she describes the story makes it
unputdownable and a page-turner. I have read two of her books in a single
day. If you are a fan of detective novels don’t miss her works.

Dan Brown, The Thriller Author Whose Books Are Unputdownable:
Dan Brown became a graduate in 1986 and then, later on, worked for
several years trying to establish himself as a singer cum songwriter and pianist in
England, but unfortunately saw very little success. He also met his lady love Blythe
Newlon twelve years older to him there and worked as the Artistic Director of the
National Academy of Songwriters. So, he shifted Los Angeles.
As the relationship deepened, Newlon used her position of power to
promote his career. Four of his music CD’s were created, and backers started
referring to him as the next Barry Manilow. But since he was reclusive, he was
unable to gather enough publicity and acclaim for his talent or to build up further
his musical career. Thus in 1993, he decided to return to England, Newlon also
accompanied him. He worked as a teacher at Phillips Exeter Academy.
His books are an area of interest and debate among intellectual debate
among readers and scholars. Brown’s books are published in 56 languages around
globally more than 200 million copies in print. In 2005 Time magazine named
Brown as one of the 100 Most Influential People in the World, whose editors
called him “keeping the publishing industry afloat; renewed interest in Leonardo
da Vinci and early Christian history; spiking tourism to Paris and Rome; a growing
membership in secret societies; the ire of Cardinals in Rome; eight books denying
the claims of the novel and seven guides to read along with it; a flood of historical
thrillers; and a major motion picture franchise.”1
In 1997 he came out with his first thrilling book- Digital Fortress. He
went on to create two exciting novels “Angels and Demons” and “Deception
Point”. His masterpiece and first bestseller, The Da Vinci Code got published in
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March 2003. It sold about 6000 copies on the first day of publishing and also
topped the New York Times’ Best Seller List.
“The Da Vinci Code” boasts the coming of a new creation of highspeeded, intelligent thrillers…surprising and absorbing you at every twist or turn,
highly unpredictable climax…right up to its astonishing closure. Talking about Da
Vinci Code - In an exciting mix of adventure, scholarly intrigue, and sharp wit.
Code expert Robert Langdon (first featured in Dan Brown’s bestseller “Angels &
Demons”) is the most original character to come out in books.
In a breathless pace and pursuit through Paris, London, and beyond, Langdon and
Neveu have to work their wits with a faceless powerbroker who seems to work
for Opus Dei— not so genuine and ingenious, Vatican-sanctioned Catholic sect
believed to have long plotted to grab the secret the couple is chasing.
The Digital Fortress:
When the NSA’s most classified invention –the invincible decoding
machine– is fed a mysterious code it cannot break, the agency calls in its leading
cryptographer, Susan Fletcher, an intelligent and beautiful mathematician. What
she reveals it, it sends shocks in the corridors of power.
The NSA is now a hostage… not by guns or bombs, but by a code so
ingeniously complicated that if released it will render useless the U.S. intelligence.
Trapped in a fast-moving storm of intrigue and lies, Susan Fletcher battles to
rescue the agency. Betrayed from all quarters she is now sparring not only for her
country, but for her life, and in the end, for the life of her love. To find the end get
and Read this book – get the book on booklane.in at a very substantial 50%
discount- log on to https://www.booklane.in/about-buyback/ for buyback details.
Also find his other thrillers here.

Headline Quality score: 72 Points.
Engagement Score: 70 Points.
Impression score: 50 points.
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Enjoy the Magical World of Reading Ruskin Bond: Author for 8 to 80 Years
Readers.
He was born in Kasauli (Himachal Pradesh) in 1934 and grew up in
Jamnagar (Gujarat), Dehradun, New Delhi and Simla. Later, his father joined
the Royal Air Force in 1939 and Ruskin along with his mother and sister, went to
live at his maternal home at Dehradun.
When Bond was eight years of age, his mother divorced from his father and
married a Hindu, Hari. His father arranged for Ruskin to be brought to New Delhi
where he was posted. He was very intimate to his father and related this time
with his father as one of the happiest times of his life. At the age of ten, his father
died of malaria, while he worked in Calcutta. Ruskin at that time was in his
boarding school in Shimla and was informed of this tragedy. He was completely
heartbroken. Later, he was looked after and raised by his mother and stepfather
in Dehradun. After he lost his father at an early age and since he did not have a
grandfather – thus he yearned for one. But all that happens is for good; his
loneliness fired his imagination and creative ability to turn ordinary day to day
observations into sometimes profound, sometimes exciting but most of the times
very readable material.
The Indian Council for Child Education has lauded his invaluable
contribution to the growth of children's literature in India. He was got the Sahitya
Academy Award in 1992 for “Our Trees Still Grow in Dehra”, his novel in English.
He was also honoured with the Padma Shri in 1999 and the Padma Bhushan in
2014. He also received the Delhi government's Lifetime Achievement Award in
2012.
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Media : Some films made based on his short stories: “Saat Khoon Maaf”
and “Junoon”. For those who are TV web series buffs, Parchayee Ghost Stories By
Ruskin Bond is a horror, thriller web- is currently streaming online.
Favourite author: In the book David Copperfield – by Charles Dickens,
he read about David running away from home and then working hard to become
an author. Emulating him, he did run away to become a writer. But his runaway
author trip lasted until his pocket allowance lasted.
Whatever he saw and observed, he added his imaginative inputs and
his flavour to it. This made it a unique combination of stories which are liked and
enjoyed by readers from 8 to 80 years old. “The Room on the Roof”, authored by
him when he was seventeen of age, got the John Llewellyn Rhys Memorial Prize in
1957. Since then he has written over 500 short stories, essays and novellas
(including Vagrants in the Valley and A Flight of Pigeons) and more than forty
books for children. He lives in Landour, Mussoorie, with his extended family India.
His advice to writers: read a lot and digest best.
His advice to parents: Read to your child while she is 3 – 8 years old, then
introduce them to reading and encourage them. When you start giving them
pocket money – take them to the bookshop – to the children’s book corner and
let them make them their choices. The important thing is to keep them interested
and motivated for reading good books. To get the Ruskin Bond Collections and
children’s book at massive discounts/ cashback log on to www.booklane.in. They
have a unique scheme of return and earn back cash. Also, you can ask them to
look for a book to get some books you are hunting for and could not find it.
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Headline Quality Score: 64 points
Engagement Score: 54
Impression Score: 57
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PART 2 :
Genre : Travellogue :

Adventure Yacht Trip in Goa - Create Happy Memories to Cherish
Commonly tourists, especially couples coming to Goa take it to be a
destination to relax on the beaches and eat delicious seafood, visit a few tourist’s
spots and then head back home. However, there are lots of other exciting things
to do in Goa and enjoy every activity. There is boating, sailing, water sports, scuba
diving, Dolphin Sighting, Snorkeling (subject to weather conditions),
Swimming and many others.
A couple’s thoughts A man thinks: how to please milady and get lots of good vibes from her,
then make a strong impression and propose to her – engagement is sure to
materialise. The girl thinks: he is going to give me the same old routine – go to
Goa and then only relax on the beach – that’s it.
The Yacht trip on the river Mandovi gives you lots of memorable moments, to
make it more personal and exciting we have a few suggestions to transform the
Goan Adventure on a Yacht an experience to cherish. First things first, please
milady, how? Gift a yacht trip with adventure sports thrown in, this to be done on
an important or auspicious occasion, with lots of friends on the yacht and the tour
also covering exciting games listed above. She is sure to enjoy and remember it.
Details: We suggest before coaxing her please her with an Adventure Boat
trip in Goa includes following for the fee of rs. _________________ for 2 hours.
There could be an afternoon trip between 3 to 5.30 pm or a sunset trip from 6 pm
to 8 pm. Freebies are given along with the trip - exciting Watersports in Goa like
Dolphin Sighting, Snorkeling ( subject to weather condition), Swimming,
Sunbathing, Kayaking -Single Double & Family Kayaks, Rafting Paddle Boat, Surfing
board, Bodyboarding. Then you can entertain her with the accompanying
onboard Live DJ, to play her favourite songs and take her to the dance floor first
and then for everybody for enjoyment, but especially your bride to be. In this
Yacht Trip in Goa also she can get to enjoy more than thirty Famous Sightseeing
Attractions, three Chilled Beers, Veg and nonveg buffet lunch, Mineral Water, Soft
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Drinks and of course the trained staff for your safety and protection, plus the
mandatory life jackets. However, these don’t come free: Speedboat and Bumper
Ride. Other complementaries are videos and photos to preserve your memories.
So, plan to avoid any discomforts at that time. By the time the trip is almost at the
end she will be happy and in a great mood.
Now is the right time to propose, at sunset time with the background of
the crimson ball of fire and the azure waters you can offer the ring – she will
admire, love and agree to it. Now even the most powerful forces cannot come
between you and her.
The Yacht : It accommodates eight to ten persons. The sitting cabin can
get converted into a sleeping room or a sitting room. The Searay has a
refrigerator, ice storage and a flat led tv with many other frills to spoil you. The
service crew and the safety staff provide excellent service , the boat is luxurious,
spacious and comfortable. About the yacht or catamaran, you may hire Sea Ray
330. With five stars, reviews on Trip advisor and our experience in the field of
boat hire, you are assured of a unique and comfortable trip. For making a
romantic and customized trip don’t wait for anything – book now, you can log on
to http://www.bookcruise.in/goa-yachts.php# for more details and booking.
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How To Optimise Yacht Experience In Goa: Romancing The Goan Waters
Yachting in the Waters is something heavenly; you get to see the
lovely seashore of Goa, top with some live and smoking hot Barbeque and Chilled
beer. Come on board the Yacht and enjoy the savoury grilled meat as you cruise
alongside the waters of Goa along with somebody very special to you. Goa is
interspersed with ethereal beauty, and it can become a private space for an
individual honeymoon yacht journey. You must celebrate the unique love bond
under the starry sky. Whether admission of your first love, proposing, celebrating
years of the relationships or just plain enjoying Goa is the perfect heavenly abode
for all experiences.
Dine, dance or dive into the waters, on the luxurious yachts under the
starlit night with the moon as a company and go on flights of fancy. To Get a
thrilling trip, you may also enjoy the water sports, watching the dolphins jump an
swim, do snorkeling, sea diving, Swimming, Sunbathing, Kayaking and lots of
other water sports. When you are cruising on a yacht and watching on the sea or
the Mandovi river, you get that feeling that you are liberated from stress and feel
that you are the king of what you survey.
Or you may wish to make your own tailormade experience and go on a
personal pleasure trip to match your taste and mood, and they will cut it out for
you. Adventures, sports, scenic beauty, music, romantic and exciting ambience,
the extensive peaceful waters and the bright sky with lamps pf stars hanging out
will make the yacht journey memorable.
The schedule: The Searay 330 is an eight to ten-seater boat, and the
journey will be of two to three hours. The Searay has unique craftsmanship and a
luxurious deck to sit and enjoy. The events of these scheduled trips will take place
from 29th August to 2nd September with timings as 3 pm to 5.30 pm and 6 to 8 pm.
Facilities: The Searay’s central berth has higher sitting headroom and
steps along either side. Reading lamps are provided up over and along the
bottom, arranging for comfortable lighting for a lounging person. Just down
below the counter, alongside the refrigerator/freezer, is fitted a separate drawer
freezer large enough for a bag of ice. Other facilities are a stainless-steel
microwave and also an integrated coffeemaker, cherry cabinets and drawers, and
a spice rack. The mid-cabin can accommodate two sleeping adults. There's
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enough sitting headroom, appropriate light arrangement, and ample storage
lockers. This space can also get converted into a very pretty cosy sitting area that
opens up into the salon. There is also a Standard flat-screen TV fixed above the
passage space visible from two of its four seating areas. The salon settee can be
changed to an extensive single berth. You can get the sunlight through the deck
opening forward, several portholes, and two filtered skylights. Curtained and also
blinds are arranged for the ports and deck hatch, you can darken the interior —
one more pair of fillers in the headliner show access to the windshield wiper
motors.
The journey: The boat will set sail from the Britona Boating Station (
Panjim-Goa) – you will be viewing the Dr Salim Ali Bird Sanctuary know for
mangroves, flora and Fauna, the fascinating view of old Goa, Panjim city, floating
casinos mouth of Miramar beach, Coco Beach and Fort Agoda. The trips offered
by Cruise are characterized by International quality service, courteous, warm and
friendly staff crew and excellent food. You will get to see great reviews on the net
for our services. So, don’t get just tempted –book it!
For more information, log on to http://www.bookcruise.in/goa-yachts.php#.
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Weekend Adventure Activities Around Mumbai,
If You Are Mumbaikar And An Adventure Lover, Then You Will Love These Exciting
News.
Come Weekends also are you searching for adventure activities to spend the
time in something out of the way and refreshing. And the great thing is you don’t
have to travel much as you can experience best of everything nearby in and
around Mumbai that is accessible by road or rail or boats. Yes, you don’t have to
give extra days as you can cover everything on your weekend. So here is the list of
weekend adventure activities in and around Mumbai.
Yacht sailing near Colaba
Yacht sailing is one of its kind experience especially sailing on J24, and J30
know as keelboat and J30 Yacht. It’s an exhilarating experience one should have in
their life. The Yacht kicks up with the slightest breeze; don’t worry there are highly
safe, you will love those kick’sup and crave for more. Novice sailor can handle it
easily. You can laze and have sunbathing. It has ample room for the family picnic.
It’s always better to experience something fresh rather than to stay in fear,
and the excitement will replace the alarm. Spending your day amidst the sea will
have a calming effect and if you want to enjoy water sports activities such as Jet
skiing, parasailing, kayaking, windsurfing or want to enjoy the day with family doing
Boating in Gateway of India or Mandwa Beach. You can book with book cruise for
some exciting offers and appropriate assistance at bookcuise.in
You can also enjoy sailing from Gateway of India till Mandwa beach. Book cruise is
one of the trusted, most excellent adventure travel solution providers. They make
sure that the customer gets the perfect package as per their needs.
Road Trip Bike riding
Enjoy a short, one-day road trip with your girlfriend or group of friends.
Bike road trip from Mumbai to nearby places is perfect especially to enjoy
Mumbai–Pune Expressway. Lonavala, Malsej Ghat, Igatpuri, Mahableshwar can be
some of the few locations to enjoy deep valleys, lakes and waterfalls. Book cruise is
specialised in renting out bikes, cars, adventure tours. So do not wait and get a
bike on rent today! Call us on 9820048203/9820048204 for more details. You may
also logon to bookcruise.in/contactus
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RIVER RAFTING
You can enjoy this fantastic adventure activity with your bunch of friends too.
Kolad is famous for white river rafting. Witness the adrenaline rush of energising
jaw-dropping rapids. With 3 hours drive from Mumbai. You can hire a bike or cars
on rental from book cruise and enjoy enjoyable adventure activities with friends.
WATERFALL RAPPELLING
Waterfalls excite everyone; during monsoon and the mountain comes alive, and
the beautiful sight of gushing water of streams, rivers, and dams along with
greenery can make everyone feel alive. If it’s backed by adventure activities like
Waterfall Rappelling it will be a cherry on the cake.
Waterfall Rappelling is an activity that happens during the monsoon season.
Dodhani Waterfall near Panvel and Karjat Waterfall Rappelling are some of the
best places to experience this activity. You can choose to reach by local train but
having your vehicles or having one on rental can give you the peace of mind to
travel at whatever time you want. Also, you can rest whenever you want in the
middle of the scenery. Having a short road trip with your friends along with
adventure activities is never a bad deal.
Scuba Diving/Snorkeling
Get ready for an epic adventure of a lifetime with scuba diving or snorkelling
session in Mumbai and get PADI certification. Get to learn the techniques of
breathing underwater and other essential skills. Learn something new and tick off
your bucket lists.
Parasailing
Isn’t it amazing to float in the air on top of the sea? The aerial view of a beach from
high up in the sky, lovely landscape surroundings. All these can be experienced in
Mandwa beach in Alibaug. Also, try to ask the boat operator to dip you in the sea a
couple of times to have more fun.
Enjoy an escape of a lifetime this weekend and have a perfect getaway with your
mates. Tick off some the list from the wish list which you always to do. Friends,
road trip backed by a plethora of adventure activities will make your weekend trip
an unforgettable experience.
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Headline Quality Score: 78 points.
Engagement Score: 60 points.
Impression Score: 100 points.
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Genre : Self Development & Improvement

How to Make Life your Guru:
Expectations & frustrations.
An older man - 65 years with a small white moustache one like Charlie, a white log
coat and dhoti with a crisscross gait would pass our building gate every day. His
shout: Hey - you monkey get your chocolates, and our mouths started watering, a
ten years old child' s expectations playing magic with my mind and tongue. He
distributed free toffees to 8 - 10 children near our building. I am sure he gave
them to more children. Seeing us happy his face beamed with unselfish though
selfish happiness ( Ayn Rind - the Virtue of Selfishness). The excitement was not in
getting just the free chocolate, but to get the first toffee. Blessing him for it did
not occur to us. Sometimes getting the first one was the real achievement,
sometimes getting the third or last was the frustration. The memory of the toffee
reminded me of the twinkle in his weary eyes. The whole experience was a gamut
of emotions recorded indelibly on my mind. Tasting the chocolate, getting it
melting in the mouth was the divine climax. The chocolates were a way of free
generating happiness.
One of those days it was a frustrating day, the toffee-man did not turn up, I
remember it was a fateful Friday. I asked my mom: " Why did he not come?" "
Baby - he is dead." " What do you mean -dead?" " He is not going to come back:
he is gone to no return land." Mom defined death “No return land” for us. That
day I learnt to kill the emotion of expectation. These expectations for all things
and daily pleasures - and then dashing of these feelings to the ground - made me
feel empty. I also learnt to replace them with new ones. One more lesson - do not
measure the expectations with happiness. Frustrations and expectations contrary emotions are wrapped together, to use a cliché two sides of the same
coin. When the coin is tossed in the air to work in the batting team or bowling
team – whatever may be the result, the important thing is to play the game
entirely and happily.
When a child's expectations are not fulfilled - boom goes the bubble, but the child
again takes interest with full enthusiasm in a new bubble - a new activity. Her
spirit rises, not forgetting to expect. She cannot quantify the expectations but
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goes on gathering strength and power to qualify them with more beautiful
emotions and move on. Let's become a child as far as expectations are concerned.
*****
Genre : Wedding Planning

Buying Jewelry for Marriages – some Precautions and Pitfalls.
Marriage time is a very stressful period for family members and the about to be
married couple. The marriage shopping and budgeting are tedious for the person in
charge. Often we forget to be careful while buying jewelry and clothes, believing that it
is not good to be miserly if it is an occasion of happiness – a onetime event and we
need to give the couple: especially the bride the best , this is where we Indians –
(otherwise very hard bargainers) are mistaken. We need to avoid many pitfalls here and
take extreme care. However, the highest priced may not be the best available. A few
suggestions and hints:
If you have a few months left before the occasion – be alert about the gold
rates are very low during the offseason. A regular study of this trend may give you a
chance to fetch bargains; many jewelers announce hefty discounts during offseason on
the making charges too. In other words, to buy jewelry for marriage buy not during
marriage season but offseason.
Then, you need to confirm the rate of gold going on that day. Usually, the
jeweler will (as a rule) load the making charges factor on their products. Make sure he is
following the standard practice prescribed by the government to give you a fair deal. It is
better that before buying the thing, to go and do a survey to assess the practices and
systems followed by different jewelers. While you are doing it, make sure that they have
the Gold mark on their items. BIS hallmark (BIS hallmark) – Bureau of Indian standards
certifies the purity of gold jewelry. Most of the jewelers have their policies, designs,
rates, discounts, bargains etc. They are lined up on their websites so it will be easier to
take decisions on these. Also, find out about their buyback system, especially for
making charges cut off while making new jewelry from old and return of jewelry.
One idea would be to buy a low-value thing or a small coin (or lagdi) and then get
it valued with some other jeweler from whom you prefer to buy. Since marriage
purchases are in numbers, we will need to be careful from whom we buy.
Often, we refer to our regular trusted jeweler without cross-checking on the above
aspects. But otherwise, the purchases are usually dictated by choice of designs we
prefer and not by the commercial points. You will find that most of the reputed jewellers
have a considerable number of designs and jewelry – most of them have a range
displayed with prices and carat values. This may help you to budget and work out the
matching aspect for clothes.
***
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Genre: Technology ; Needle free Injections & Solar Panels

Dandenong Home & Business Owners- Install Solar PV Systems to Save
Substantial Money On Power Usage
BENEFITS:
1. Rebate:
• Victorian homeowners not having a solar panel system and are an owneroccupier of the home valued under $3 million, are eligible to get a rebate
for installing a Solar PV.
• if the owners have a combined household taxable income of less than
$180,000 annually (based on last year’s Australian Tax Office Notice of
Assessment)
• Since July 2019 to get the benefits for Solar Power Rebates from the
Victoria Government (the Victoria Solar Authority) one should be an
accredited dealer of Solar Panel Systems (the 5Kw Solar System or the 6.6
kW Solar System) can work on the benefits to you. According to the Clean
Energy Council (CEC) Solar Accreditation Scheme, the Solar PV System
installers with a Class A Electrical registered Licence and accredited with
Energy Safe Victoria are eligible for the benefits.
The good news is that in Oakleigh itself, DoSolar
https://www.dosolar.com.au/contact-us/) are an accredited supplier who sells
the best solar panels. Considering the value of the Victorian Government’s solar
homes rebate as a point of sale discount; a direct refund is given by reducing the
bill amount of the buyer. Maximum Rebate of $ 2225/- on the Solar Panel System
will be credited to The Solar Panel dealer by the Clean Energy Regulator.
2. Loans: The exciting thing is that the Victoria government provides
interest- free loans for Home Solar Panel System or the Residential Solar Panel
System; the maximum amount of credit offered is $ 2225/-. The number of Solar
PV panels you need to install will be decided by the size of your roof installation
space, the slant of your roof, the sunlit area and sunlight available.
(https://www.solar.vic.gov.au/loans-solar-pv).
Thus, in effect, the total amount of benefit in the form of loan and discount
is $ 4550/-. But, still some more benefits for you.
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3. STCs:
•

Payment for STCs purchased in the STC clearing house is directly credited
into the seller's account, Who in turn will credit the buyer.

•

The value of the STCs is calculated by considering the power generation and
the energy-saving values of the Solar PV Systems up to 2030, so you need to
move on this quickly.

•

Market prices of STCs are subject to demand and supply.

•

If she sells her STCs, on the open market or to the STC clearing house, her
invoice will be reduced to that extent.
(http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/RET/Scheme-participants-andindustry/Agents-and-installers/Small-scale-technology-certificates/Buyingand-selling-small-scale-technology-certificates)

• Headline Quality Score: 64 Points.
• Engagement Score: 51 Points.
• Impression score: 64 Points.
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Topic 1: Needle-Free Injections Say Goodbye To Scary Shots:
Best Way To Eliminate Fear Of Scary Syringe Shots: Comfort-In™️
In significant cases of surgery and long term treatments
which need needled injections, the one cause of concern for both the patient and
the Doctor is the agony of the dose more than the actual pain. A typical example
is of the children who are given the nutrition or hormone treatment, or a vitro
fertilised woman. This multiplies the fear caused due to the injection even before
she is injected, one more reason for the patient’s relatives and well-wishers to be
worried. To counter all concern would be a tedious task and additional burden for
the medical professional.
To bypass this issue and say Goodbye to Scary Syringe needles, there
should be a permanent and ideal solution. No need to look for – it is available
here in Australia – you may log on to https://www.injectneedlefree.com/ for the
detailed videos and information to know more. This is a single jet based injectionfree system with very effective delivery of the medicine subcutaneously in the
bloodstream. It is so easy that one can also administer it without some medical
help if the dosage is determined and the Doctor in charge agrees.
The syringe has a spring action, and the jet of the medicine is entered
below the skin without any needle within 1/3rd of a second. Comfort-in™️ is a
compact mechanism and can deliver up to 0.5ml (50 units) of any liquid
medication. The surprising thing is there is the absence of needle or sharps, no
batteries or gases to replace, it very cost-efficient and long-lasting and it has
multiple applications – diabetics, nutrition, medical, cosmetics, vaccinations,
dental, vitro fertilisations and quite a few other applications.
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Headline Quality Score: 77 points.
Impression score: 85 Points.
Engagement Score: 66 Points.
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Topic 2: Introducing New Needle-Free Injection Technology
Needle-Free Injection Technology To Protect Healthcare Workers And Doctors
Other than fear, there are many different causes of why the needles must
be replaced with needle-free technology:
As per OSHA, (Occupational Safety and Health Administration, USA)
there are between 600,000 to 800,000 needle stick injuries annually in the U.S.
alone. These injuries make the healthcare workers exposed to up to 20 different
blood-based pathogens. Every needle stick injury causes expenses of about
$3,000 for lab fees, labour, post-exposure follow-ups, etc.
The major blood-borne pathogens causing worry are the HIV Virus,
hepatitis C virus (HCV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV). In some cases, other infections
may be passed on; for example, Treponema pallidum and human T-cell lymphoma
virus (HTLV-1) are endemic in some human inhabitants in remote Australia.
Finding out the probability of transmission after a needle-stick injury is difficult as
there are many factors which lead to the risk. The risk of acquiring infection is
highest for HBV and least for HIV, with HCV being of intermediate risk (Table 1).2
Needlestick injuries (NSIs) are among the most common occurrences
reported by healthcare workers, including doctors, nurses and non-clinical staff.
This is chiefly caused by worry because hospital workers who are pricked with a
needle may be at risk of contracting viruses that are carried in the bloodstream.
Over the past two decades, efforts have been made to reduce the rate of NSIs. In
spite of this, the numbers of NSIs remains dangerously high.3
To remove all these risks to these medical professionals, we need to
adopt an effective modern technology where no needles are used for
administration for medication and other purposes. The solution is the NeedleFree technology by Comfort-in™️. The Comfort-in™️ injection system has several
benefits like:

2
3

https://www.nps.org.au/australian-prescriber/articles/needle-stick-injuries-in-primary-care
https://healthengine.com.au/info/preventing-needle-stick-injuries
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Painless and needle-free injection reduces tissue damage and scar tissue, lessens
psychological inhibitions, stress and fears, eliminates injury to patient and
physician caused by needle along with economy of use can be used for 10000
injections. To get full information logon to
https://www.injectneedlefree.com/needle-free-injection-explained/

Headline Quality Score: 66 Points.
Impression score: 48 Points.
Engagement Score: 81 Points.
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Topic 3: Vaccines Without Needles: Innovations in Medical Technologies
Pain-free Vaccination with Latest Technology
Introduction: Immunisation and vaccination around the globe have
been an arduous task for Government health bodies and hospitals; it is a
combination of different reasons why this is so. One of them is the fear of the
pain which the needle of the dose will cause. Another possible issue is the risk of
contamination with so many people being injected – also the healthcare workers
are exposed to getting infected with different pathogens like HIV 2, Hepatitis and
few others contagions.
Technology: The best solution for avoiding the above problems and do
a pain-free injection system – Comfort-in TM. This is one of the best devices having
a simple technology which is pain-free. The innovative syringe does not have a
needle but an outflow through a minute hole which is jet forced and spring
operated. The medication reaches the bloodstream and spreads in the blood
faster than the traditional syringe injection, it being in the vapour form than in
fluid.
Benefits:
• Comfort-in™️ needle-free injection is speedy to disperse the medicine/shot,
and it is safer, fast in absorption by the body and almost painless.
• One may use the syringe multiple times by sterilising again. However, the
adapter which transfers the medicine to the injection can only be used
once.
• It minimises tissue damage and scarring of tissues.
• Gets rid of psychological constraints and fears – Many avoid vaccinations
due to this reason. Almost eliminates injection-induced stress.
• It eliminates any harm to the patient and physician of the needle.
• Jet-injectors don’t harm the tissue and stop lipodystrophy (lumps/small
cause dents on the skin, when injections are given at the same spot).
Features:
The depth of penetration is from 2.5 to 6 mm.
The size of the ejection orifice is 0.15mm of mm diameter.
Comfort-in™️ is CE certified in Canada, Australia and the United Kingdom.
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A minimum of 0.01 ml and a maximum of 0.5 ml of a liquid drug is just using
Comfort-in™️.

Headline Quality Score: 69 Points Above average.
Impression score: 58 Points Above average.
Engagement Score: 71 Points Above average.
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Topic 4: Needleless Injection System For Anaesthesia - A Painfree Injection
Device Comfort-In TM.
In most of the procedures, Anaesthesia is necessary, so even before
injecting the fear of the pain dominates the mind of the patient. Many surgeons
and dentists have experienced that her stress and the patient’s stress increases
during the operation: dentists, Veterinarians, Paediatricians, and all surgeons.
While on a dentist’s visit you go for an end to your painful toothache
and what happens is you are injected with an anaesthetic – one for pain so that
we get to bear the cavity or the gum pain. Now here, the patient needs relief not
only for this pain but also put aside the injection pain of the needle. Is this even
possible? A few more examples – below.
The Podiatric physician many times experiences that while she injects
anaesthesia the foot for some procedure, the patient shudders more for fear of
the pain than the process itself. Then the plastic surgeons also have to administer
the anaesthesia shots, the spinal anaesthesia and Epidural Anesthesia, beauty
treatments, botox – the list is endless.
Comfort-in TM: Now is it possible to avoid this anaesthesia injection pain? Yes, it
is – Comfort-in TM injections are needle-free, there are no chances of
contamination or infection, Comfort-in™️ needle-free injection rapidly disperse
the medicine/shot because of it's jet action and vapoured shooting of medicine
entering the bloodstream.
The needle-phobics gave the power to receive anaesthesia or to allow
their medical health professional to inject local anaesthesia and do simple
procedures like stitches. The dentist has this excellent device by which she can
avoid the salivary glands. All anaesthetic shots can be given with Comfort-in
TM
.For use for the dentist’s purpose of anaesthetic shots please log on to
https://www.injectneedlefree.com/professionals/instructions-for-dentalinjections/ The drug enters the bloodstream and gets dispersed in the blood
faster than the usual system.
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Headline Quality Score: 63 Points Above average.
Impression score: 54 Points Above average.
Engagement Score: 51 Points Above average.
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